Primary Readers
Charming short stories which make reading both
pleasurable and educational!
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TITLES

Primary Readers

A song, which is thematically linked to the story, is also included at
the end of each Reader.
There is a Word List in alphabetical order at the back of the book.
The Teacher’s Book consists of the Reader, the Activity Pages with
overprinted answers and a section with Teacher’s Notes which
provide detailed lesson plans. The Teacher’s Book offers a stepby-step approach and contains a list of pre- and post-reading
activities, general, specific and prediction questions, ideas for
projects, posters and games, etc., to encourage class participation
and discussions.

LEVEL 1
LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3

The Activity Pages include a variety of simple activities dealing
with comprehension and vocabulary appearing in each section of
the story. A picture glossary is also included.

Jasper’s Pot of Gold
The Princess and the Frog
Pinocchio
The Gingerbread Man
The Fox and the Crow

LEVEL 4

The stories have been carefully graded for six levels and make use
of basic grammatical structures and vocabulary. Glossy, detailed
illustrations on each page help to stimulate learners and facilitate
understanding. Each Primary Reader is divided into four-page
sections and each section is followed by two Activity Pages.

LEVEL 6

The Audio CD/CD-ROM, which features a fully-dramatised version
of the story including music and sound effects, and a picture
glossary, makes reading more pleasurable and is also useful for
listening practice before learners actually read the text. It also
includes the song which is played at the end of the story. Finally,
a complete, uninterrupted rendering of the background music is
included at the end of the CD for staging purposes. The CD-ROMs
are compatible with Windows and Mac OS and are available in
British and American English.

LEVEL 5

Instructions for staging the story are provided in the Teacher’s
Book. There are also suggestions for costumes, as well as a list of
props, additional tips and the actual script.

Aladdin
The Fox and the Dog
Felix and the Fairy
The Selfish Giant
The King’s New Suit
The Enormous Turnip
The Princess and the Pea

Primary Readers

MM Publications Primary Readers are aimed at young learners
of English. These charming short stories make reading both
pleasurable and educational. All titles are available in British and
American editions.

STRUCTURES
• Present Simple
• Imperative/Let’s
• Can
• This/That
• There is/are
• How many ... are they?
• What?/Who?/Why?/Where?
• My/your
• Basic prepositions of place

Cookie Land
The Ugly Duckling

• Present Progressive
• Must
• Some/Any
NEW • More prepositions of Time and Place

NEW

NEW
NEW

• His
• Something
• Inﬁnitive
• Frequency Adverbs
• Object Pronouns

The Tin Soldier

• Future be going to
• Her/our/their

Rumpelstiltskin
Puss in Boots
Sleeping Beauty
The Emperor’s Nightingale
The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf NEW
Little Red Riding Hood
NEW

• Simple Past
• A lot of/lots of
• Comparative
• More prepositions of Time and Place

Mowgli
The Wishing Fish
Ali Baba & the 40 Thieves
Peter Pan
The Short-necked Giraffe
Heidi
The Country Mouse
and the City Mouse

• Could/Should
• Indeﬁnite Pronoun: everyone
• Have to

NEW
NEW

Theseus and the Minotaur
Tom Sawyer
The Odyssey
The Three Musketeers
Sinbad the Sailor

• Past Progressive/Future will
• Comparisons
• May
NEW • Indeﬁnite Pronouns: everybody, anybody, nobody
NEW • Adverbs of manner
• Quantiﬁers
• Reported Speech (Commands)
• Prepositions of movement
• Enough
• Be able to
• By the time, when, while
• Either... or...
• Possessive case

Gulliver in Lilliput
Robin Hood
Around the World in 80 Days
From the Earth to the Moon

• Too, enough
• Verbs with two objects
NEW • Present Perfect Simple
NEW • Used to
• Reported Speech
• Conditional Sentences (Type 1)
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Level 1

Leading to A1 (CEFR*)

COOKIE LAND

JASPER’S POT OF GOLD

THE UGLY DUCKLING

THE PRINCESS AND THE FROG

Join Ricky, Lulu and Sam as they journey
to Cookie Land to save the cookie
population from the terrifying Big
Mouth! This enchanting tale is sure to
delight young readers and make them
very hungry, too.

Join Jasper, the leprechaun, and his
friend Liam, and visit magic Rainbow
Land. With them the angry villagers
search for gold, but in the end they find
something much more valuable.

Nobody likes the little duckling because
he’s ugly, so he sets off on his own. Will
the poor duckling ever be happy again?
Read this classic story and see how
things can have an unexpected turn for
the better.

A beautiful princess drops her favourite
golden ball in the palace well. How will
she get it back? A little frog offers to help
her, but not without getting something
in return... Read and discover how the
princess will find her ball, together with
something much more precious.

PINOCCHIO

THE GINGERBREAD MAN

THE FOX AND THE CROW

New!

Pinocchio is very naughty and keeps
getting in trouble. How will he manage
to become a real boy? An entertaining
story that also teaches how important it
is to be good and honest.

10

| Starters (YLE**) | Headwords: 80-85

*Common European Framework of Reference

One day, a woman makes a yummy
gingerbread man. But when she opens
the oven door, the gingerbread man
runs away.... What will become of the
gingerbread man?

2021

One day, a hungry fox comes across
a crow which has a yummy piece of
cheese. What will the fox think of to get
the cheese from the crow?
Will its plan work?

**Young Learners English Tests (Cambridge)
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Level 2

Leading to A1 (CEFR)

| Starters (YLE) | Headwords: 100-120

THE FOX AND THE DOG

FELIX AND THE FAIRY

THE SELFISH GIANT

Aladdin’s life changes when he
meets a stranger. First he finds an
old lamp and then he wears the
stranger’s ring. Read along to find
out why the lamp and the ring are
so special. Share Aladdin’s magical
adventure.

One day, a hungry little fox is
walking in the forest... Read
along and find out what
adventure she gets herself into
and how a true friend will try to
help her. A classic story with a
moral - and a lot of fun, too!

An evil magician holds the little fairy
his prisoner, but luckily Felix and his
friends are there to help. Follow Felix
in his adventure and find out how he
manages to set the fairy free.

A big giant lives in a big house with
a beautiful garden. Everybody likes
his garden but the giant is selfish
and wants it all to himself. Read
and find out how the selfish giant
changes and becomes kind.

THE KING’S NEW SUIT

THE ENORMOUS TURNIP

THE PRINCESS AND THE PEA

New!

The King has a new suit, and it’s
the most beautiful one anyone
has seen. Or is it? Read this
amusing story and see what
happened to the silly King.

In the farmer’s garden, something
big is growing. And it’s not just big,
but enormous! How will the farmer
and his family manage to take the
turnip out?

Primary Readers

ALADDIN

2021

A prince is trying to find the right
princess. But how does he know
which princess is just right? A little
green pea is the answer!
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Level 3

A1.1 (CEFR)

| Starters (YLE) | Headwords: 150-160

THE TIN SOLDIER

RUMPELSTILTSKIN

JINGLE’S CHRISTMAS ADVENTURE

This classic story will capture the reader’s
heart and imagination. The Tin Soldier is a
delightful character. Share his adventure
and discover why he is so special.

The miller’s daughter is in trouble. A strange
little man with a funny hat offers her his
help, but he wants a lot in return... See what
happens next in this classic story and share
the quest for the little man’s strange name.

Jingle, one of Santa’s elves, disappointed by the
children’s selfishness, sets off for an adventure in
the world of humans. On meeting Charlie his hopes
will be raised again.

PUSS IN BOOTS

SLEEPING BEAUTY

THE EMPEROR’S NIGHTINGALE

Puss in Boots is the tale of a very clever
cat. He is so clever that not only he
manages to find his poor master a new
life but also a real princess to marry.
Read and learn what tricks Puss uses to
make all this happen.

A wicked witch curses a beautiful princess and she
pricks her finger on a spindle stick. The princess falls
into a deep sleep, together with everyone else in the
palace. However, a handsome prince arrives to save
the day... See how things have a happy ending in this
classic fairy tale.

The Emperor hears the Nightingale sing, and
takes it to his palace. But then another bird
comes... What will the Emperor do? Find out how
the Emperor learned to appreciate true beauty.
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Level 4

| Movers (YLE) | Headwords: 225

MOWGLI

THE WISHING FISH

The shepherd boy thinks it’s funny to make
all the villagers run to him when he cries
‘wolf’. But when the real wolf arrives, the
shepherd boy will learn a lesson!

This is the story of Mowgli - the jungle
boy... Readers will be cheering Mowgli on
as he does battle with Shere Khan and
searches for his real home.

Omar makes a wish which turns out to be
a disaster. Read along to find out how this
boy learnt an important lesson.

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD

THE SHORT-NECKED
GIRAFFE

ALI BABA & THE 40 THIEVES

One day, a little giraffe is born in the
jungle. But Jumaane is not like the other
giraffes; he is different. Follow Jumaane’s
story and find out what it means to be
different and how this ‘difference’ will
make a difference.

Ali Baba discovers the forty thieves’ treasure
by chance and becomes very rich. However,
he will find himself in trouble more than
once when the thieves come back for their
riches... Read on to see how he will manage
to outsmart all his enemies.

New!

Primary Readers

THE SHEPHERD BOY AND THE WOLF

A1.2 (CEFR)

2021

Little Red Riding Hood goes to her
grandma’s house with her basket full of
treats. In the forest, she meets the wolf and
she’s in for a surprise. Or is he?
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Level 5
PETER PAN

HEIDI

A2.1 (CEFR)

TOM SAWYER

| Flyers (YLE) / KET* | Headwords: 350

THE THREE MUSKETEERS

New!

This is the story of Peter Pan, a little boy
who didn’t want to grow up. Readers will
be excited by the adventures of Peter
Pan and the Darling children when they
fly to Neverland.

THE COUNTRY MOUSE
AND THE CITY MOUSE

Heidi is a little girl who goes to live with
her difficult old grandfather up in the
Alps. Heidi will love her new life on the
mountains and Grandfather will love
Heidi and her appetite for adventure.

New!

During their adventures around the
Mississippi River, Tom and his friend
Huckleberry find out a lot about the
real world of adults - emotions and
superstitions, murder and revenge,
starvation and slavery.

D’Artagnan wants to become a musketeer
in the king’s army. With Athos, Porthos
and Aramis he will have many adventures
because now they are ‘one for all and all for
one’!

THESEUS AND THE MINOTAUR

THE ODYSSEY

Read this Greek myth and find out how a
brave Athenian hero saved seven young
men and seven young women from
being sacrificed to the Minotaur.

On his way to Ithaca, after the end of the
Trojan War, Odysseus encounters mythical
creatures, frightening monsters, and even
the anger of the god Poseidon.

2021

The city mouse visits his cousin in
the country for the first time and
experiences a lifestyle he had never
imagined. What will happen when the
country mouse repays the visit and goes
to the city?

14
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Level 6
GULLIVER IN LILLIPUT

2021

Sinbad sets sail on his ship, seeking thrill and
adventure. On his seven voyages, he finds
danger and monsters but also riches and
excitement.

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS

New!

Read about Gulliver’s amazing
journey to Lilliput and find out
everything about this strange
country and his adventures there.

Phileas Fogg and his faithful servant,
Passepartout, will leave London. They will
try to travel around the world in eighty days
for a bet. Will they make it? Or will the many
adventures on the way make them lose the
bet?

ROBIN HOOD

FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON

Primary Readers

SINBAD THE SAILOR

A2.2 (C

2021

This classic story still fascinates
readers worldwide. Read
about Robin Hood’s exciting
adventures in Sherwood Forest.

A group of men decide to build a spaceship and
travel to the moon. It is not an easy task, and the
road is full of adventures and difficulties.
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STUDENT’S BOOK

TEACHER’S BOOK

Story Pages

The Teacher’s Book accompanies the Primary Readers and provides
teachers with plenty of useful material and ideas to ensure that students are
motivated and that Readers are used in an effective way.

Simple text with lively dialogues.
glossy, detailed illustrations

charming characters

The gingerbread man runs away.

Hey, stop! Come back!

Oh, no! Catch him, cat!

I can make arms and legs!
And two eyes, a mouth…
A gingerbread man!

the entire story,
complete with
illustrations,
exactly as it
appears in the
Student’s Book

Run, cat, run! But you
can’t catch me. I am
the gingerbread man!

Activity Page
1

2

Look and say.

cat

run

stop

boy

hungry

cow

Who says what? Look, read and match.
Mmm... you smell nice.

Phew! I can’t
catch him!

Yum!

Goodbye!

10

11

5

all the Activity
Pages as they
appear in the
Student’s Book
with overprinted
answers

Phew! I can’t catch him!
I am hungry.
Hey, stop! Come back!
14

Activity Pages
A variety of simple activities and a picture glossary every four pages.
picture glossary

fun activities

more advanced activities in upper levels

Activity Page

Activity Page
1

1

Look and say.

cat

run

stop

1. say

a letter

2. run

more power

3. do

to my knees

4. fall

goodbye

5. blame

somebody

6. want

away

7. send

my best

2

boy
2

hungry

Match 1-6 with a-f.

Complete the sentences with the names below.
the Duke of Buckingham
King Louis

cow

Who says what? Look, read and match.

D’Artagnan
Milady
Cardinal Richelieu

was brave at La Rochelle, and

Constance

wanted

Phew! I can’t catch him!
I am hungry.
Hey, stop! Come back!
14

3

to London; but she wanted something in return – she
dead.

Answer these questions. Circle a and b.

1. Who paid the two men to kill d’Artagnan?
a. The king
b. Milady
2. Who prepared the delicious food for d’Artagnan?
a. The musketeers
b. Milady
3. What did d’Artagnan do with the man the Milady sent?
a. He let him live.
b. He put poison in his food.
38

narrator:
shepherd boy:
narrator:
shepherd boy:

The shepherd boy pretends to
climb the tree, holding his crook
and shouts.

narrator:
shepherd boy:

.

The wolf is chasing the sheep.
The shepherd boy climbs up a
tree and shouts.
Help! Help! A big bad wolf is
eating my sheep! Quick! Help
me! Wolf! Wolf!

Scene Six
The lights come up. The tree and rock have been removed and the village backdrop is in place. There are two
chairs downstage center [BrE centre]. The farmer and the old man are sitting on them. The farmer is reading a
newspaper and the old man a book.

Farmer:

suggestions
for staging a
performance
of the story
including tips for
costumes, lists
of props and the
script

The next day, the shepherd boy
is on the hill with his sheep.
Mother is right. I’m going to be a
good boy from now on.
Suddenly, a hungry wolf jumps
out from behind a tree.
Oh, no! It’s the wolf! I need help!

Lights dim.

narrator:

for his help.

So, he sent

The shepherd boy runs to the tree,
looking terrified and pretends to climb
it. The wolf chases the scared sheep
around the stage.

thanked him

wanted more power
power, and he decided to kill

Mmm... you smell nice.

suggested
lesson plans
which offer prereading,
while-reading
and postreading
activities
including
projects and
games

Old man:
The two men then pick up their chairs
and exit center [BrE centre]. The lights
are dimmed slightly, to imply that it
is the evening. Then, the shepherd
boy enters, downstage right and his
mother and father enter downstage
left and they meet center [BrE centre].
stage. Mother has her hands on her
hips and looks worried.

narrator:
Father:
shepherd boy:

But this time, the people in the
village don’t believe him and
they just laugh.
Did you hear the shepherd
boy? Yes, he’s playing games
again. He likes to see us run
up the hill.
Well, not this time!
Soon it is dark. The shepherd
boy goes home.
Where are the sheep, Son?
Oh, Dad, I am sorry! The big
bad wolf came and chased our
sheep. I shouted for help, but
the people did not come. They
did not believe me!

47
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AUDIO CD/CD-ROM

Primary Readers

dramatised story, song and
uninterrupted background
music included

The Princess and the Frog
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